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ExecuteManyWorkflowOperation

Description

The ExecuteManyWorkflowOperationHandler filters a set of MediaPackageElements that match certain input conditions and
iteratively calls the Execute Service to run a command on each one of them. This may be interesting to run specific command-
line utilities (qtfaststart, MP4Box, etc.) on a series of Tracks, or implementing new operations based on scripts, without the
need to implement the whole Java boilerplate code required for that.

This operation handler can be seen as an improvement of the existing CLI Workflow Operation, but the latter has the
disadvantage that the commands are run by the ADMIN machine, which makes it unsuitable for long-running or CPU-intensive
tasks that should be run by the WORKER machines. The Execute Workflow Operation Handler calls the Execute Service
instead, which in turn uses the facilities provided by the Service Registry to balance the different jobs across the different admin
machines present in the cluster.

Besides, the CLI Workflow Operation is suitable to run one command with many MediaPackage elements as arguments, but
not to run the command many times with one MediaPackage element as argument. This operation handler covers the latter
use case, while its sibling ExecuteOnceWorkflowOperation covers the former.

Parameter Table

configuration
keys

example description default
value

required?

exec qtfaststart The command to run EMPTY Yes

params -f -t 15 #{in} #{out} The arguments to the command.
This string allows some
placeholders for input and output
MediaPackage elements (see
Parameter Substitution)

EMPTY Yes

source-flavor presentation/source Run the command for any
MediaPackage elements with
this flavor. Elements must also
match the source-tags condition,
if present

EMPTY Optional
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configuration
keys

example description default
value

required?

source-tags rss, trim, -engage Run the command for any
MediaPackage elements with
one of these (comma-
separated) tags. If any of them
starts with '-', MediaPackage
elements containing this tag will
be excluded. Elements must
also match the source-flavor
condition, if present

EMPTY Optional

output-filename outfile.mp4 Specifies the name of the file
created by the command (if any)

EMPTY Optional

target-flavor presentation/processed Specifies the flavor of the
resulting Mediapackage element
created by the command

EMPTY Required if
output-
filename is
present

target-tags execservice, -trim List of tags that will be applied to
the resulting Mediapackage
element. Tags starting with "-"
will be deleted from the element
instead, if present. Please note
the resulting element may be the
same as the input element

EMPTY Optional

expected-type Track Specifies the type of
MediaPackage element
produced by the command

EMPTY Required if
output-
filename is
present

Operation Examples

<operation
    id="execute-many"
    fail-on-error="true"
    exception-handler-workflow="error"
    description="Run command">
    <configurations>
        <configuration key="exec">qt-faststart</configuration>
        <configuration key="params">-f #{in} #{out}</configuration>
        <configuration key="source-flavor">*/toprocess</configuration>
        <configuration key="source-tags">copy, -rss</configuration>
        <configuration key="output-filename">result.avi</configuration>
        <configuration key="target-flavor">output/processed</configuration>
        <configuration key="target-tags">copied, -copy</configuration>
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More info

The author (Rubén Pérez, Teltek) is glad to answer any request for more information, doubt or question about the service. Those
interested are kindly asked to use the general Matterhorn list (matterhorn@opencastproject.org) for the benefit of the
community.

The content of the Opencast wiki is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License.
By editing or adding content within the wiki, you are agreeing to release it under this license.

        <configuration key="expected-type">Track</configuration>
    </configurations>
</operation>
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